
 

#What are Waves One Knob Cracks? #

When Waves comes out with a new plugin, they usually come with a few different versions. The Waves One Knob Cracks ($29.95 USD) are an original version of the plugin that have no controls or features other than the main function. This allows you to change parameters or settings externally while still retaining the original user interface. These plugins are perfect to use in any production, whether
it be for sound design, cinematics, music production, film scoring, orchestration or live performance. They are very versatile, expandable and always expandable. The Waves One Knob Cracks can be used in any DAW, but users should note that the Waves One Knob Crack plugins are not WDM or TDM compatible.

#What is included? #

The Waves One Knob Cracks come with the plugin itself along with an installation disk to install the plugin on your computer. Users should also download the latest version of both LU's and ReWire's updates for it to run properly. #Where can I get it? #

Waves One Knob Cracks can be purchased at many different vendors and retailers. Users can also download and purchase them from http://www.waves.com/products/plugins/1knobcrack/. They are also on sale for $5 USD off of the regular price if the user has either a Waves SoundGrid or Waves Ocean plugins on their account.

Music X Daily: One Knob Crack For Waves (June 17, 2010) Vocals aren't easy, let alone when it comes to singing in tune while playing an errant electric guitar through a cheapo... AusiReview: Waves One Knob Crack (September 26, 2010) The traditional way of working with reverbs used to be to use the dry / wet control to dial in the level of "wet" signal(s), while at the same time choosing various
controls... Computer Music Magazine: Waves One Knob Crack (March 2011) As long as you're prepared to get used to your plugins by using them, rather than reading about them online, then you'll be fine. Once you get that into your game, all sorts of new creative doors will open. Tekzilla: One Knob Crack: Waves (November 8, 2010) Waves Audio is updating their plugins and one of the coolest
updates they're giving... 

Mix Online: Waves One Knob Crack (December 25, 2010) If you want a fast way to start cranking out drum loops, check out the free One Knob Crack from Waves Audio.
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